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Music Idols “Attack” DTU 

 

The awards ceremony of the 2012 Beauty of Students through the Lens” and “Duy Tan through Essays” 

competitions was held on December 16
th

 at the Tuyen Son Sports Stadium. The event was a joint collaboration 

between DTU and MTV Vietnam.  

The event brought many surprises. This was the first event to be held at one of the biggest theaters in Danang, with 

more than 3,000 people in the audience. Winners of the competitions were all young and the “Attack” of famous 

singers made the event especially unforgettable.  

  

 

A musical performance by DTU students  

DTU students opened the show with a musical performance to the cheers of the audience. They all had their 

individual beauty and style, which made the competition even more exciting.  

On behalf of DTU, Dr. Nguyen Ngoc Minh, DTU Vice-Provost delivered a short speech. He said that the two 

competitions had drawn students from a wide area, from Danang to Quang Nam, Hue, Quang Binh, Quang Tri, 

Quang Ngai and so on. It was a great opportunity for DTU students to meet and get to know all the others. Everyone 

was a winner as they all shared the pride of being DTU students experiencing some of the best moments of their 

lives.    
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Mr. Nguyen Huu Phu presents awards to the contestants 

In the photo contest, fifteen consolidation prizes were awarded to students from regional universities and colleges. 

First prize went to Miss Gia Man, a Nguyen Dinh Chieu secondary high school student. Miss Nguyen Thi Bich 

Tram, a DTU student, came second, while Miss Nguyen Thi Quynh Nhu, from the Phan Chau Trinh High School 

and Miss Vo Thi Tinh from Nguyen Ba Phat Secondary High School shared third prize. Qualifications for the DTU 

2012 Beauty of Students through the Lens contest were changed to include secondary high school students.   

In the “Duy Tan through Essays” contest, Miss Ha Thi Kieu Oanh, of K15 KDN3, was presented first prize with her 

essay “Mua yeu thuong”. The second prize was shared for “Toi den Duy Tan” by Nghiem Thi Huyen- K18YDH3 

and “Duy Tan trong con” by Nguyen Thi Thuy Linh, of K15KKT6. “Tu hao hai tieng Duy Tan” by Nguyen Thanh 

Thanh, “Tu hao la sinh vien Duy Tan” by Dang Thi Tram and “Thay” by Huynh Thi Thien Huong were all awarded 

third prize.  

  

 

 

The famous singer Uyen Linh and a DTU student perform in a song  
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The appearance of Ms. Uyen Linh, who won the 2010 Vietnam Idol Contest, was a big surprise for the audience, 

courtesy of MTV Vietnam, in recognition of DTU winning the “Than tuong Dot kich” competition.  

Three more singers, Phuong Anh, Tra My and Lan Nha then arrived to perform some popular songs. The audience 

really enjoyed the show and the opportunity to meet their idols in person. They all joined in games and received 

lucky gifts from the organizers.  

  

 

More than 3,000 people attended the award ceremony 

  

The song “Mong uoc ky niem xua” was sung by the stars and DTU students at the end of the event. This was a 

present from DTU to the students after a year of hard study.   
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